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Abstract

To describe the concept of transitive trust in a simplified
way, assume that agent � trusts agent � , and that agent� trusts agent � , then by transitivity, agent � trusts agent� . Trust transitivity manifests itself in various forms dur-
ing real life human interaction, but can be challenging to
concisely model in a formal way. In this paper we describe
principles for expressing and analysing transitive trust net-
works, and define requirements for their validity. This
framework can be used for modelling transitive trust in
computerised interactions, and can be combined with al-
gebras and algorithms for computing propagation of both
trust and distrust. This is illustrated by an example where
transitive trust is mathematically analysed with belief cal-
culus.

1 Introduction

Computer networks are increasingly removing us from a
familiar direct style of interacting. We may now collab-
orate online with people or organisations we have never
met, and perhaps never heard of before. Many of the
traditional strategies for representing and assessing trust-
worthiness can no longer be used in those situations. It
can therefore be difficult to assess whether the services
and information provided by a remote party are reliable
or whether they are correctly represented by the remote
party. Organisations involved in online service provision
also face the challenge of building online systems and on-
line customer relationships which engender trust.

There is thus a need for mechanisms that enable rely-
ing parties to determine the trustworthiness of remote par-
ties through computer mediated communication and col-
laboration. These mechanisms should also allow trustwor-
thy entities to be recognised as such. The idea is that such
trust and reputation systems will enable highly trustwor-
thy entities to attract collaboration from others, and dis-
courage low quality and fraudulent players from partici-
pating in the community, or alternatively encourage them
to behave in a more trustworthy manner.

Agents are well suited to take advantage of automated
trust systems. This will allow more reliable agent-to-agent
and agent-to-human interact. In particular trust systems
are important factor for creating stable agent communi-
ties where deceitful behaviour is possible[15]. Being able
to formally express and reason with trust is necessary for
allowing humans and agents assessing trust in electronic�
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environments. The aim of this will be to create communi-
cation infrastructures where trust can thrive in order to en-
sure meaningful and mutually beneficial interactions be-
tween players.

In this regard, we intend to describe semantic criteria
and a notation for specifying networks of transitive trust.
We first consider properties of trust diversity, transitivity,
and parallel combination. We then define a notation for
describing and reasoning about trust, and illustrate how
this notation may successfully and securely be used to cor-
rectly analyse trust networks. We identify several require-
ments that trust measures and operators should satisfy, and
finally provide an example of how belief calculus can be
used as a practical method for computing transitive trust.

2 Defining Trust

Manifestations of trust are easy to recognise because we
experience and rely on it every day, but at the same time
trust is quite challenging to define because it manifests it-
self in many different forms. The literature on trust can
also be quite confusing because the term is being used
with a variety of meanings [22]. Two different types of
trust which we will call reliability trust and decision trust
respectively are commonly encountered in the literature.

As the name suggest, reliability trust can be interpreted
as the reliability of something or somebody, and the defi-
nition by Gambetta (1988) [7] provides an example of how
this can be formulated:

Definition 1 (Reliability Trust) Trust is the subjective
probability by which an individual, � , expects that an-
other individual, � , performs a given action on which its
welfare depends.

This definition includes the concept of dependence on
the trusted party, and the reliability (probability) of the
trusted party as seen by the trusting party.

However, trust can be more complex than Gambetta’s
definition indicates. For example, Falcone & Castel-
franchi (2001) [6] recognise that having high (reliability)
trust in a person in general is not necessarily enough to
decide to enter into a situation of dependence on that per-
son. In [6] they write: “For example it is possible that the
value of the damage per se (in case of failure) is too high
to choose a given decision branch, and this independently
either from the probability of the failure (even if it is very
low) or from the possible payoff (even if it is very high).
In other words, that danger might seem to the agent an
intolerable risk.” In order to capture this broad concept of
trust, the following definition from McKnight & Chervany
(1996) [22] can be used.

Definition 2 (Decision Trust) Trust is the extent to which
one party is willing to depend on the other party in a given
situation with a feeling of relative security, even though
negative consequences are possible.



The relative vagueness of this definition is useful be-
cause it makes it the more general. It explicitly and im-
plicitly includes aspects of a broad notion of trust which
are dependence on the trusted entity or party, the reliability
of the trusted entity or party, utility in the sense that posi-
tive utility will result from a positive outcome, and nega-
tive utility will result from a negative outcome, and finally
a certain risk attitude in the sense that the trusting party
is willing to accept the situational risk resulting from the
previous elements. Risk emerges for example when the
value at stake in a transaction is high and the probability
of failure is non-negligible. Contextual aspects such law
enforcement, insurance and other remedies in case some-
thing goes wrong are only implicitly included in the defini-
tion of trust above, but should nevertheless be considered
to be part of trust.

We consider reliability trust to be the most appropri-
ate for the purpose of describing trust transitivity. This
also means that actual transaction utilities and risk atti-
tudes will not be explicitly included in the formalism we
will present here. However, these aspects can be consid-
ered implicitly included in the trust purpose.

We will use the term “trust purpose” to express the
semantic content of an instantiation of trust. A particular
trust purpose can for example be “to be a good car me-
chanic” in the sense that a party � can trust a party � for
that purpose. When the trust purpose relates to an item, it
describes the belief that a material or abstract object has a
given property or is in a given state. This allows trust to
be applied to non-living things such as for example trust
in the safety of a car or trust in the integrity of a data file.
When the trust purpose relates to a living (human) agent,
it describes the belief that the agent will behave in one’s
best interest, i.e. that it can be depended upon. An agent
can be anything from an individual person to a human or-
ganisation consisting of thousands of individuals.

In order for trust to form transitive networks, it needs
to be expressed with three basic diversity dimensions [9]
where the first dimension represents the trustor or trust
originator, the second represents the trust purpose, and the
third represents the trustee or the trust target. This is illus-
trated in Fig.1 below.
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Figure 1: Basic trust diversity

In addition to the three basic trust dimensions, a trust
measure can be associated with each trust relationship.
The trust measure could for example be binary (trusted,
not trusted), discrete (e.g. strong trust, weak trust, strong

distrust, weak distrust, etc.) or continuous in some form
(e.g. probability, percentage or belief functions of trust-
worthiness). The topic of expressing and computing trust
measures will be discussed in Sec. 8.

In addition, a fifth important element to a trust rela-
tionship is its time component. Quite obviously trust of
the trustor in the trustee regarding a certain purpose at one
point in time might be quite different from this trust after
several transactions between these two entities have taken
place. This means, that we can model time as a set of dis-
crete events taking place, where both the trustor and the
trustee are involved. However, even if no transactions take
place, a trust relationship will gradually change with time
passing. Therefore, in addition to the discrete changes that
are made when events have occurred, we must also take
into account continuous changes to trust relationships.

3 Trust Transitivity

It has been shown [5] that trust is not always transitive in
real life. For example the fact that Alice trusts Bob to fix
her car, and Bob trusts Claire to look after his child, does
not imply that Alice trusts Claire for fixing the car, or for
looking after her child. However, under certain semantic
constraints, trust can be transitive, and a trust referral sys-
tem can be used to derive transitive trust. In the above
example, the trust transitivity broke down because Alice
and Bob’s trust purposes were different and did not fit to-
gether.

Let us now assume that Alice needs to have her car
serviced, and that she asks Bob for his advice about where
to find a good car mechanic in town. Bob is thus trusted
by Alice to know about a good car mechanic and to tell his
honest opinion about that, whereas Bob actually trusts the
car mechanic. Through trust transitivity, Alice will also
trust that car mechanic when Bob recommends him to her.

Let us make the example slightly more complicated,
wherein Bob does not actually know any car mechanics
himself, but he knows Claire whom he believes knows a
good car mechanic. As it happens, Claire is happy to rec-
ommend the car mechanic named David, and as a result of
trust transitivity through Bob and Claire, Alice also trusts
David, as illustrated in Fig.2 below.
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Figure 2: Transitive trust derivation

The indexed arrows in Fig.2 indicate the order in which
trust links and referrals are formed. The initial trust links
have index 1. By assuming Alice’s trust in Bob and Bob’s
trust in Claire to be positive, Alice’s derived trust in David
is intuitively also positive.

Claire obviously recommends to Bob her opinion
about David as a car mechanic, but Bob’s referral to Alice
is ambiguous. Bob could pass Claire’s referral unaltered
on to Alice, meaning that he repeats exactly what Claire
said. Bob could also derive indirect functional trust in
David, and give a recommendation to Alice based on that
trust. The latter way of passing referrals can create prob-
lems and it is better for Alice when she receives Claire’s
referral unaltered. This will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. 6.

The trust originators and targets in Fig.2 are explicit,
but it is challenging to define exactly for what purpose Al-
ice for example trusts Bob. The most obvious is to say
that Alice trusts Bob to recommend somebody who can
recommend a good car mechanic. The problem with this



type of formulation is that the length of the trust purpose
expression becomes proportional with the length of the
transitive path, so that the trust purpose rapidly becomes
an impenetrable expression. It can be observed that this
type of trust purpose has a recursive structure that can be
exploited to define a more compact expression for the trust
purpose. Trust in the ability to refer to a third party, which
can be called referral trust, is precisely what allows trust
to become transitive. At the same time this trust always
assumes the existence of functional trust at the end of the
transitive path, which in the example above is about being
a good car mechanic.

Alice would then have referral trust in Bob to be a good
car mechanic, and the same for Bob’s trust in Claire. This
must be interpreted as saying that Alice trusts Bob to rec-
ommend somebody (to recommend somebody etc.) to be
a good car mechanic. Obviously it does not mean that Al-
ice trusts Bob to actually be a good car mechanic. On the
other hand Claire would have functional trust in David to
be a good car mechanic, which means that she actually
believes he is a good car mechanic. The “referral” variant
of a trust purpose is recursive so that any transitive trust
path, with arbitrary length, can be expressed using only
two variants of a single trust purpose.

The idea of constructing paths of transitive trust based
on a single trust purpose with functional and referral vari-
ants is captured by the following definition.

Definition 3 (Matching Trust Purposes) A valid transi-
tive trust path requires that the last edge in the path repre-
sents functional trust and that all other edges in the path
represent referral trust, where the functional and the re-
ferral trust edges all have the same trust purpose.

A transitive trust path therefore stops with the first
functional trust edge encountered and when there are no
more outgoing referral trust edges. It is of course possible
for a principal to have both functional and referral trust
in another principal but that should be expressed as two
separate trust edges. The existence of both a functional
and an referral trust edge e.g. from Claire to David should
be interpreted as Claire having trust in David not only to
be a good car mechanic but also to recommend other car
mechanics.

The examples above assume some sort of absolute trust
between the agents in the transitive path. In reality trust
is never absolute, and many researchers have proposed to
express trust as discrete verbal statements, as probabilities
or other continuous measures. One observation which can
be made from a human perspective is that trust is weak-
ened or diluted through transitivity. By taking the example
above, it means that Alice’s derived trust in the car me-
chanic David through the recommenders Bob and Claire
can be at most as strong as Claire’s trust in David.

It could be argued that negative trust within a transi-
tive path can have the paradoxical effect of strengthening
the derived trust. Take for example the case where Al-
ice trusts Bob, Bob distrusts Claire, and Claire distrusts
David. In this situation Alice might actually derive pos-
itive trust in David, since she relies on Bob’s advice and
Bob says: “Claire is a cheater, do not rely on her!”. So
the fact that Claire distrusts David might count as a pro-
David argument from Alice’s perspective. The question
boils down to “is the enemy of my enemy my friend?”.
However this question relates to how trust is computed
and derived, and this will be discussed in Sec.8

4 Parallel Trust Combination

It is common to collect referrals from several sources in
order to be better informed when making decisions. This
can be modelled as parallel trust combination.

Let us assume again that Alice needs to get her car
serviced, and that she asks Bob to recommend a good car

mechanic. When Bob recommends David, Alice would
like to get a second opinion, so she asks Claire for her
opinion about David. Intuitively, if both Bob and Claire
recommend David to be a good car mechanic, Alice’s trust
in David will be stronger than if she had only asked Bob.
Parallel combination of positive trust thus has the effect of
strengthening the derived trust. This is illustrated in Fig.3
below.
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Figure 3: Combination of parallel trust paths

In the case where Alice receives conflicting recom-
mended trust, e.g. both trust and distrust, then she needs
some method for combining these conflicting referrals in
order to derive her trust in David.

5 Structured Notation

Transitive trust networks can involve many principals, and
in the examples below, capital letters �	�
������
����� and �
will be used to denote principals instead of names such as
Alice and Bob.

We will use basic constructs of directed graphs to rep-
resent transitive trust networks. We will add some nota-
tion elements which allow us to express trust networks in
a structured way.

A single trust relationship can be expressed as an edge,
where the vertices are the trust originator and the trust tar-
get respectively. For example the edge ��������� means that� trusts � .

The symbol “ � ” will be used to denote the transitive
connection of two consecutive trust edges to form a tran-
sitive trust path.

The trust relationships of Fig.2 can be expressed as:���	�
���������	�
������������� �!���"��
��� (1)

where the trust purpose is implicit. Let the trust purpose be
defined as #%$ “trusts & to be a good car mechanic”. Let
the functional variant be denoted by '(# and the referral
variant by )*# . A distinction can be made between initial
direct trust and derived indirect trust. Whenever relevant,
this can be indicated by prefixing the letter + to the trust
purpose to indicate direct trust ( +,# ), and to prefix the let-
ter - to the trust purpose to indicate indirect trust ( -.# ).
This can be combined with referral and functional trust so
that for example indirect functional trust can be denoted
as -/'(# . The trust purpose can then be explicitly included
in the trust edge notation as e.g. denoted by ���	�
����+0)*#�� .

The trust network of Fig.2 can then be explicitly ex-
pressed as:

�����
�1�2-/'(#�������	�
����+0)*#��3����������
+4)*#������"��
����+.'(#�� (2)

Let us now turn to the combination of parallel trust
paths, as illustrated in Fig.3. We will use the symbol “ 5 ”
to denote the connector for this purpose. The “ 5 ” symbol



visually resembles a simple graph of two parallel paths, so
that it is natural to use it in this context.

Alice’s combination of the two parallel trust paths from
her to David in Fig.3 can then be expressed as:

���	�
���
-/'(#��6� �2���	�
���
+4)7#��3�������
����+.'(#��2�58�
��������
+4)*#��3���"��
����+.'(#��2� (3)

Let trust measures be denoted by 9;: where - refers to
a specific trust measure, and let Alice, Bob and Claire’s
trust measures be 9;< , 9>= and 9@? respectively. Let time
stamps be denoted by ACB where D refers to a specific time,
and let the trust measures be time stamped A*< , AE= and AF=
respectively. Alice’s derived trust measure and time stamp
are denoted by 9>G and AEG . The derived trust from the trust
path of Fig.2 can then be expressed as:

���	�
���
-.'(#!�
9HG0�
AIG7��� ����������+0)*#!�29;<0�
AJ<I��K��������
+4)*#!�29 = �2A = ��K����
�1�
+.'(#!�29>?4�2AE?7� (4)

With this structured notation, arbitrarily large trust net-
works can be expressed. In most computational frame-
works it will be required that any trust edge can only ap-
pear once in the expression of a trust graph, because oth-
erwise, dependence and incorrectly derived trust measures
could be the result, as explained below.

6 Trust Network Analysis

We will first explain why a referral should always be
passed in its original form from the recommender to the
relying party, and not as indirect derived trust. Fig.4 shows
an example of how not to provide referrals.
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Figure 4: Incorrect analysis

In Fig.4 the trust and referral arrows are indexed ac-
cording to the order in which they are formed. In the sce-
nario of Fig.4, the initial trust links have index 1. First �
passes his referral about � to � and � (index 2) so that �
and � are able to derive indirect trust in � (index 3). Now� and � pass their derived indirect trust in � to � (index
4) so that she can derive indirect trust in � (index 5). As
a result, � perceives the trust network between her and �
to be

���	�
�	�L���2���������!���������	�2�(5��
���	��� ���M����
���2� (5)

The problem with this scenario is that � is ignorant
about the fact that �������	�N�O�����������P�������	� and that����
�����Q��������R�3�������	� so that � in fact derives the
following hidden trust network:

�����
����� �
���	�
�����������
���!�M�������	�2�5%�
���	��� ���M����
�N�!�����1�
�	�
� (6)

It can be seen that the hidden trust network contains de-
pendencies because the edge �����
��� appears twice. Nei-
ther the perceived nor the hidden trust network is equal
to the real trust network, which indicates that this way of
passing referrals can produce incorrect results.

We argue that � and � should pass the referrals explic-
itly as ���������S�K�����
�	� and �"��
���S�(�������	� respectively,
and this is certainly possible, but then � needs to be con-
vinced that � and � have not altered the referral ���1�
�	�
that they received from � . If � and � are dishonest, they
might for example try to change the recommended trust
measures related to the trust edge �����
�	� . Not only that,
any party that is able to intercept the referrals sent to �
might want to alter the trust values, and � needs to receive
evidence of the authenticity and integrity of the referrals.
Cryptographic security mechanisms can typically be used
to solve this problem, and this will be discussed in more
detail in Sec.7.

It is thus necessary that � receives direct trust referrals
unaltered and as expressed by the original recommending
party. An example of a correct way of passing referrals is
indicated in Fig.5
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Figure 5: Correct analysis

In the scenario of Fig.5 the trust network perceived by� is equal to the real trust network which can be expressed
as:

�������	�L� �
�2���	�
�T���������
�N�2�5��2������� �!����������2�
���������
��� (7)

The lesson to be learned from the scenarios in Fig.4
and Fig.5 is that there is a crucial difference between rec-
ommending trust in a principal resulting from your own
experience with that principal and recommending trust in
a principal which has been derived as a result of referrals
from others. We will use the term direct trust to denote
the former, and indirect trust for the latter. Fig.4 illus-
trated how problems can occur when indirect trust is rec-
ommended, so the rule is to only recommend direct trust
[10]. For example, � ’s derived indirect trust in � in Fig.5
should not be recommended to others.

Expressing transitive trust graphs in the form of e.g.
Eq. (7) is not always practical, for example when the trust
network is complex, or when only parts of it are known.
Instead, each isolated trust relationship can be expressed
individually, and an automated parser can establish valid
trust paths and graphs depending on the need.

The initial direct trust relationships of Fig.5 can for ex-
ample be listed as in Table 1 below:

A parser going through Table 1 will be able to deter-
mine the trust network of Fig.5. The principal � can be
called a relying party because she relies on the referrals
from � , � and � to derive her trust in � . We will as-
sume that relying parties will always try to base derived
trust on the most recent referrals. In Table 1 it can be ob-
served that there are two entries for the trust edge �����
�T� ,
and based on the principle of the most recent trust expres-
sion, the parser would select the last entry expressed by



Table 1: Initial direct trust relationships of Fig.5

Edge Purp. Vari. Meas. Time

��������� # r 9;< AJ<��VUXW0Y ZXW4Y [0Z0Z,\���	��� � # r 9 = A < �VUXW0Y ZXW4Y [0Z0Z,\��������� # r 9>? AJ<��VUXW0Y ZXW4Y [0Z0Z,\�"��
��� # r 9HG AJ<��VUXW0Y ZXW4Y [0Z0Z,\�������	� # f 9>] AJ<��VUXW0Y ZXW4Y [0Z0Z,\��������� # r 9>^ AE=S�VZXW0Y Z4[XY [0Z0Z,\
���������
)7#!�
9 ^ �2A = � . If the relying party � derives her trust
in � at or after AF= , then that trust can be expressed as:�������8�2-/'(# < �29>_0�2A = �L��
�2���	�
���
+4)7#!�
9 ^ �2A = �`�������
����+0)*#!�
9 ? �
A < �2�5%�
���	����
+4)*#!�29>=a�
AJ<E�`�M����
�1�
+4)7#!�
9HGb�2AJ<E�2�
��������
���
+.'(#!�29 ] �2A < � (8)

In this example, the time stamp of the derived trust is
set equal to the most recent time stamp of all the trust mea-
sures used in the computation in order to give an indication
of the freshness of the input data.

7 Integrity and Authenticity of Trust Referrals

Cryptography can be used to provide authenticity and in-
tegrity of trust referrals. This in turn requires that every
participant holds a trusted (i.e. authentic) key. The pro-
cess of generating, distributing and using cryptographic
keys is called key management, and this still is a major
and largely unsolved problem on the Internet today.

Public-key infrastructures (PKI) simplify key manage-
ment and distribution, but has very strict trust require-
ments. A PKI refers to an infrastructure for distributing
public keys where the authenticity of public keys is certi-
fied by Certification Authorities (CA). A certificate basi-
cally consists of the CA’s digital signature on the public
key together with the owner identity, thereby linking the
key and the owner identity together in an unambiguous
way. In order to verify a certificate, the CA’s public key is
needed, thereby creating an identical authentication prob-
lem. The CA’s public key can be certified by another CA
etc., but in the end you need to receive the public key of
some CA out-of-band in a secure way. Although out-of-
band channels can be expensive to set up and operate they
are absolutely essential in order to obtain a complete path
of trust from the relying party to the target public key.

However, there are potential trust problems in this de-
sign. What happens if a CA issues a certificate but does
not properly check the identity of the owner, or worse,
what happens if a CA deliberately issues a certificate to
someone with a false owner identity? Furthermore, what
happens if a private key with a corresponding public-key
certificate is leaked to the public domain by accident, or
worse, by intent? Such events could lead to systems and
users making totally wrong assumptions about identities
in computer networks. Clearly CAs must be trusted to
be honest and to do their job properly and users must be
trusted to protect their private keys.

When including security in the description of our
scheme, it must be assumed that every principal has a pub-
lic/private key pair that can be used for authentication and
encryption. We can either assume that the public keys are
absolutely trusted (i.e. that the relying party is absolutely
certain about their authenticity) or that they too can have
various levels of trustworthiness. The easiest is of course
to assume absolute trust, because then the authenticity and
integrity of the trust referrals can be assumed, and trust

networks can be analysed as described in the previous sec-
tions.

If on the other hand trust in cryptographic keys can
have varying measures, then the trust in every crypto-
graphic key must be determined before the primary trust
network of interest can be analysed. Trust in public keys
can be derived from trust in the various components of
a PKI. A method for analysing trust in the authenticity of
public keys in a PKI is described in detail in [10]. We build
on that model by explicitly separating between the func-
tional and referral trust purposes, as illustrated in Fig.6
below.

dfP2: functional trust in key authenticity

dfP1: functional trust in certification
drP1: referral trust in certification

Trust purposes:

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 6: Structure of trust purposes in PKI

Two different trust purposes are used:c # < : “Trusts the CA to correctly certify public keys”c #d= : “Trusts the public key to be authentic”.

In Fig.6 it is assumed that the relying party � has ob-
tained the public key of � . Since � is a root CA, Alice
must have obtained the key through a secure out-of-band
channel. Depending on the security of that out-of-band
channel, Alice has a level of direct functional trust in the
authenticity of � ’s public key, which can be denoted by�����
���
+.'(# = � . In addition, � has direct functional trust
in � to correctly certify the public keys of subordinate
CAs, which can be denoted by ���������
+.'(# < � . Finally �
has direct referral trust in � for the same purpose, mean-
ing that � trusts � to verify that subordinate CAs are able
to correctly certify public keys, which can be denoted by�����
���
+4)*#6<J� .� needs to trust � for exactly the same purposes as �
trusts � . The trust that � has in � does not need the re-
ferral variant of #�< because there are no subordinate CAs
under � .� ’s trust in the user � is the simplest, because it only
focuses on the authenticity of � ’s public-key, which can
be denoted by �������8�
+.'(#d=7� .

The relying party � is interested in deriving a measure
of authenticity of user � ’s public key through the trust
web of this PKI. With the specified trust purposes and trust
relationships, this can be expressed as:

�����
���2-/'(#;=J����
���	�
����+.'(#;=7�>ef����������+g'(#h<F�>ei����������+0)*#h<F�
����
��������
+.'(# = �@ef��������
+.'(# < �>ei���������+0)*# < �
����
��������
+.'(#d=J�>ei�"��
����+g'(#h<F�2��������
���
+.'(#;=J�
(9)



The existence of up to three separate trust edges be-
tween parties requires some method for combining them
together. Various methods can be imagined for this pur-
pose and one possibility is to use conjunction (i.e. logical
AND in the binary case) of the two trust purposes[10].
The connector “ e ” is used in Eq.(9) to denote that a con-
junction of the trust purposes is needed, e.g. meaning that� must trust � to have an authentic key, AND to provide
reliable certification, AND to verify that subordinate CAs
also provide reliable certification.

The consequence of having to derive trust in public
keys is that the relying party might have to analyse a sepa-
rate auxiliary trust network for every principal in the trust
network of interest. Deriving indirect trust in a remote
party would then have to take the authenticity of the public
keys into account in addition to the trust in the principal.
We will illustrate this with a very simple example, such as
for delivering an online service, where � received a trust
referral from � about � for a particular purpose. The trust
relationships that have to be taken into account are illus-
trated in Fig.7 below. The parties � and � are the same
as those in Fig.6, and � is now using the trust she derived
from the PKI. Two different trust purposes are used:c # = : “Trusts the public key to be authentic”.c # ? : “Trusts the agent to provide quality service”

GHULYHG�WUXVW
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ifP2: indirect functional trust in key authenticity

drP3: direct referral trust in service provision

ifP3: indirect functional trust in service provision

Trust purposes:

dfP3: direct functional trust in service provision

ifP2

drP3
dfP3

ifP3

Figure 7: Trust transitivity with authenticated public keys

We will again use the symbol “ e ” to denote conjunc-
tion of two required trust purposes between the same pair
of entities. � ’s derived trust in service provider � can then
be expressed as:

�������!�2-/'(# ? �L��
���	�
�8�
-.'(# = �>ej�������8�
+4)*# ? �2�������8���!�
+.'(# ? � (10)

For a parser to be able to derive this trust network, it
is of course required that the relying party � has received
and stored all these trust referrals for example in the form
of a table similar to Table 1. Only the first trust purpose in
a conjunctive trust relationship is used by the parser to de-
termine the actual trust network. The second trust purpose
is only used when computing the derived trust measure.

To illustrate the role of key authenticity, take for ex-
ample the case when a principal is recommended to be
reliable but that the binding between the principal and his
key is broken, e.g. because it is known that the private key
has been stolen by an intruder. The conjunction between
trust in the principal and the distrust in his key would re-
sult in reduced trust, indicating that a principal identified
by this particular public key can not be strongly trusted
despite an otherwise positive trust referral. This is what
intuition would dictate because it is now possible that re-
ferrals that appear to come from the principal in fact orig-
inate from the intruder who stole the private key and who
is not trusted.

8 Measuring and Computing Trust

In previous sections we have indicated some intuitive prin-
ciples that trust measures and computational rules should
follow. This section describes additional requirements that
trust measures and operators should satisfy. Sec.9 below
describes a practical example of how measures of trust can
be mathematically expressed and derived.

While trust has no natural or physical measurable
units, its value can be measured as subjective probability
in the simplest models, or as a function of multiple com-
ponents such as reliability, utilities and risk attitudes in
more complex models [16, 23]. Many trust measures and
trust derivation schemes have been proposed in the liter-
ature varying from discrete measures [25, 1, 3, 4, 20] to
continuous measures [21, 2, 10, 11, 19, 8, 18, 24].

Typical discrete trust measures are for example “strong
trust”, “weak trust”, strong distrust” and “weak distrust”.
PGP[25] is a well known software tool for cryptographic
key management and email security that for example uses
the discrete trust measures “ultimate”, “always trusted”,
“usually trusted”, “usually not trusted” and “undefined”
for key owner trust. In order to obtain compatibility be-
tween discrete and continuous methods it should be possi-
ble to interpret such discrete verbal statements by mapping
them to continuous measures.

When measuring trust, it is critical that the trust value
is meaningful to and usable by both the originator and the
target transacting partners. Otherwise, if trust is subjec-
tively measured by each party using different methods and
scales, the value becomes meaningless and unusable. By
explicitly defining #h< and #d= in the scenarios above, we
ensure that the interacting parties have a common under-
standing of the trust purpose, which is a prerequisite for
deriving meaningful trust values for one another.

As mentioned in Sec. 2, time is an element that should
be captured together with trust measures. This element is
necessary not only to demonstrate how trust is evolving,
but also in order to enable transaction partners to assess
trust based on, for example, the most recent trust value
available.

Determining the confidence of the trust measure is
also a requirement. For example, the weakening of trust
through long transitive paths should result in a reduced
confidence level, and not necessarily lead to distrust. On
the other hand, a large number of parallel referrals should
result in an increased confidence level.

Finally, in order to derive trust measures from a trust
network there must be explicit methods for combining the
trust measures along a transitive path as in Fig.2, for com-
bining the trust measures of parallel paths as in Fig.3 as
well as for combining trust measures in a conjunction of
trust relationships as in Fig.7. Various methods and princi-
ples for deriving trust from such combinations have been
proposed in the literature [10, 25, 1, 4, 11, 19, 18]. The
validation and suitability assessment of any computational
approach should be based on simulations and usability
studies in environments equal or similar to those where
it is intended for deployment.

9 Trust Derivation with Subjective Logic

Belief calculus is a mathematical framework that provides
operators that can be used for computing trust transitivity
in compliance with the requirements described in the pre-
vious section. In this section we describes how trust can
be expressed and derived with belief calculus, and finally
give a numerical example.

9.1 Subjective Logic Fundamentals

Belief theory is a framework related to probability the-
ory, but where the sum of probabilities over all possible
outcomes not necessarily add up to 1, and the remaining



probability is assigned to the union of possible outcomes.
Belief calculus is suitable for approximate reasoning in
situations where there is more or less uncertainty about
whether a given proposition is true or false.

Subjective logic[11] represents a specific belief calcu-
lus that uses a belief metric called opinion to express be-
liefs. An opinion denoted by k`lm �n�"oClm �
+,lm �
pKlm �
qalm � ex-
presses the relying party � ’s belief in the truth of state-
ment r . Here o , + , and p represent belief, disbelief
and uncertainty, and relative atomicity respectively whereo lm �
+ lm �
p lm ��q lmtsiu ZX�FWIv and the following equation holds:o lmRw + lm�w p lm �xWPY (11)

The parameter q lm reflects the size of the state space
from which the statement r is taken. In most cases the
state space is binary, in which case q lm �yZXYz\ . The relative
atomicity is used for computing an opinion’s probability
expectation value expressed by:{ �|k lm ���}o lmRw q lm p lm � (12)

meaning that q determines how uncertainty shall con-
tribute to

{ �|k lm � . When the statement r for example says
“Party B is honest and reliable” then the opinion can be
interpreted as trust in � , which can also be denoted as k l~ .

The opinion notation k l~ can be used to represent trust
relationships, where � and � are the trust originator and
target respectively, and ���	�
��� is the trust edge. The
opinion notation normally represents trust relationships as
combination of vertexes rather than edges. While the edge
and vertex notations are equivalent, their difference is that
vertex notation is the most compact, and edge notation is
the most explicit because it corresponds directly to alge-
braic expressions. The connector symbols “ � ” and “ 5 ” can
be used in both edge and vertex notation.

For example the following trust network in vertex no-
tation:�x�0�x�x�
�����0���4���(5������,���4���2�!�4� (13)

is equivalent to Eq.(7) in edge notation and represents the
trust network of Fig.5.

The opinion space can be mapped into the interior
of an equal-sided triangle, where, for an opinion k m ���o m �
+ m �2p m ��q m � , the three parameters o m , + m and p m deter-
mine the position of the point in the triangle representing
the opinion. Fig.8 illustrates an example where the opin-
ion about a proposition r from a binary frame of discern-
ment has the value k m ����ZXY��a��ZXY�W0�hZ�Y [X�6Z�Y \4� .
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Projector

Figure 8: Opinion triangle with example opinion

The top vertex of the triangle represents uncertainty,
the bottom left vertex represents disbelief, and the bot-
tom right vertex represents belief. The parameter o m is
the value of a linear function on the triangle which takes

value 0 on the edge which joins the uncertainty and dis-
belief vertices and takes value 1 at the belief vertex. In
other words, o m is equal to the quotient when the perpen-
dicular distance between the opinion point and the edge
joining the uncertainty and disbelief vertices is divided by
the perpendicular distance between the belief vertex and
the same edge. The parameters + m and p m are determined
similarly. The edge joining the disbelief and belief ver-
tices is called the probability axis. The relative atomicity
is indicated by a point on the probability axis, and the pro-
jector starting from the opinion point is parallel to the line
that joins the uncertainty vertex and the relative atomic-
ity point on the probability axis. The point at which the
projector meets the probability axis determines the expec-
tation value of the opinion, i.e. it coincides with the point
corresponding to expectation value o m w q m p m .

Opinions can be ordered according to probability ex-
pectation value, but additional criteria are needed in case
of equal probability expectation values. We will use the
following rules to determine the order of opinions[11]:

Let k m and k6� be two opinions. They can be ordered
according to the following rules by priority:

1. The opinion with the greatest probability expectation
is the greatest opinion.

2. The opinion with the least uncertainty is the greatest
opinion.

Opinions can be expressed as beta PDFs (probabil-
ity density functions). The beta-family of distributions is
a continuous family of distribution functions indexed by
the two parameters � and � . The beta PDF denoted by�K�I��� �����2�d� can be expressed using the gamma function �
as: �K�I��� �����2�d�L� �L��� w �;������6�/�L���;�F� �X� < �/W�� � �g� � < (14)

where Zf� � ��W and �L�
�}��Z , with the restriction that
the probability variable � ��QZ if ����W , and � ���W if����W . The probability expectation value of the beta dis-
tribution is given by:{ � � �����h�b��� w �;�CY (15)

The following mapping defines how opinions can be
represented as beta PDFs.�"o m ��+ m �2p m �
q m �� �M� �M�E����  =�¡g¢£ ¢ w [0q m � =�¤C¢£ ¢ w [X�/W��¥q m �/¦TY (16)

This means for example that an opinion with p m ��W
and q m �}Z�Y \ which maps to

�K�I��� �/W4�EW7� is equivalent to a
uniform PDF. It also means that a dogmatic opinion withp m �§Z which maps to

�K�I��� ��o m0¨ ��+ m0¨ � where ¨ �ª©
is equivalent to a spike PDF with infinitesimal width and
infinite height. Dogmatic opinions can thus be interpreted
as being based on an infinite amount of evidence.

When nothing is known, the a priori distribution is the
uniform beta with �¥��W and �f��W illustrated in Fig.9.

Then after ) positive and « negative observations the
a posteriori distribution is the beta PDF with the param-
eters ����) w W and �x�§« w W . For example the beta
PDF after observing 7 positive and 1 negative outcomes is
illustrated in Fig.10. This corresponds to the opinion of
Fig.8 through the mapping of Eq.(16).

A PDF of this type expresses the uncertain probability
that a process will produce positive outcome during future
observations. The probability expectation value of Fig.10.
is
{ � � ��¬ZXY  . This can be interpreted as saying that the

relative frequency of a positive outcome in the future is
somewhat uncertain, and that the most likely value is 0.8.
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Figure 9: Uniform beta PDF: beta(1,1)
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Figure 10: Example beta PDF: beta(8,2)

The variable � in Eq.(14) is a probability variable, so
that for a given � the probability density

�K�I��� �����2�;� repre-
sents second order probability. The first-order variable �represents the probability of an event, whereas the density�M�E��� ���L�
�;� represents the probability that the first-order
variable has a specific value.

By definition, the PDF and the corresponding opinion
always have the same probability expectation value, and
can be interpreted as equivalent. This makes it possible to
fuse opinions using Bayesian updating of beta PDFs.

9.2 Trust Reasoning with Subjective Logic

Subjective logic defines a number of operators[11, 14, 17].
Some operators represent generalisations of binary logic
and probability calculus whereas others are unique to be-
lief theory because they depend on belief ownership. Here
we will only focus on the discounting and the consensus
operators. The discounting operator can be used to derive
trust from transitive trust paths, and the consensus opera-
tor can be used to combine parallel transitive trust paths.
These operators are described below.c Discounting 1 is used to compute trust transitivity.

Assume two agents � and � where � has referral
trust in � for the purpose of judging the truth of
proposition r denoted by k l~ �®�"o l~ ��+ l~ �2p l~ �
q l~ � .
In addition � has function trust in the truth of propo-
sition r , denoted by k ~m �¯�"o ~m ��+ ~m �2p ~m �
q ~m � . Agent� can then derive her trust in r by discounting � ’s
trust in r with � ’s trust in � , denoted by k l@° ~m ���o l@° ~m �
+ l@° ~m �2p l@° ~m �
q l@° ~m � . By using the symbol ‘ ± ’
to designate this operator, we can write:

k l@° ~m �yk l~ ±²k ~m (17)
1Erratum in the expression for £*³X´ µ¢ in the printed version, corrected here.

where the derived opinion k l@° ~m is defined by:¶······¸ ······¹
o l@° ~m �Vo l~ o ~m
+ l@° ~m �Vo l~ + ~m
p l@° ~m �V+ l~ w p l~ w o l~ p ~m
q l@° ~m �Vq ~m Y

(18)

The effect of discounting in a transitive path is that
uncertainty increases (and not disbelief) [12].c Consensus is equivalent to statistical Bayesian up-
dating. The consensus of two possibly conflicting
opinions is an opinion that reflects both opinions in
a fair and equal way. Let k lm �º�"o lm �
+ lm �2p lm ��q lm �
and k ~m ���"o ~m �
+ ~m �2p ~m ��q ~m � be � ’s and � ’s opinions
about the same proposition r . The opinion k l(» ~m ��"o l(» ~m ��+ l(» ~m �
p l(» ~m ��q l(» ~m � is then called the con-
sensus between k lm and k ~m , denoting an imaginary
agent u ����� v ’s opinion about r , as if she represented
both � and � . By using the symbol ‘ ¼ ’ to designate
this operator, we can write:

k l(» ~m ��k lm ¼¥k ~m � (19)

where the derived consensus opinion is defined by:¶·········¸ ·········¹

o l(» ~m � ¡ ³¢ £7µ¢(½ ¡ µ¢ £*³¢£ ³¢X½ £ µ¢ �(£ ³¢ £ µ¢
+ l(» ~m � ¤ ³¢ £*µ¢ ½ ¤ µ¢ £*³¢£ ³¢ ½ £ µ¢ �K£ ³¢ £ µ¢
p l(» ~m � £*³¢ £7µ¢£ ³¢ ½ £ µ¢ �K£ ³¢ £ µ¢
q l(» ~m ��q lm

(20)

where it is assumed that q lm �¾q ~m . Limits can be
computed [13] for p lm ��p ~m �¬Z . The effect of the
consensus operator is to amplify belief and disbelief
and reduce uncertainty.

The discounting and consensus operators will be
used for the purpose of deriving trust measures in the
example below. Demonstrators for subjective logic
operators and trust derivation are available online at:
http://security.dstc.com/spectrum/trustengine/ .

9.3 Example Derivation of Trust Measures

This numerical example is based the trust network of
Fig.5. Table 2 specifies trust measures expressed as opin-
ions. The DSTC Subjective Logic API2 was used to com-
pute the derived trust values.

By applying the discounting and consensus operators
to the expression of Eq.(8), the derived indirect trust mea-
sure can be computed.c Case a:

First assume that � derives her trust in � on
31.01.2005, in which case the first entry for ���	�
�T� in
Table 2 is used. The expression for the derived trust
measure and the numerical result is given below.

k l¿ �x�
�Àk l~ ±¥k ~Á �>¼��|k lÂ ±²k ÂÁ �
�@±¥k Á¿�x��ZXY��7Ã��hZ�Y Z4ZX�6ZXYz[ÅÄX�hZ�Y \0Z4� (21)

2Available at http://security.dstc.com/spectrum/



Table 2: Example direct trust measures with reference to Fig.5

Trust Edge Purpose Variant Trust Measure Time

���	�
�T� ) k l~ �x��ZXY ÆX�hZXY ZX�hZXY�W0�hZ�Y \4� A < �VUXW4Y Z�W0Yz[ÅZ4Z4\
������� � ) k lÂ �x��ZXY ÆX�hZXY ZX�hZXY�W0�hZ�Y \4� AJ<3�VUXW4Y Z�W0Yz[ÅZ4Z4\
�����
�N� ) k ~Á ����ZXY ÆX��Z�Y Z��6Z�YÇW4�hZXYz\0� A < �VUXW4Y Z�W0Yz[ÅZ4Z4\
�������� ) k ÂÁ ����ZXY UX��Z�Y Z��6Z�Yz�b�hZXYz\0� AJ<3�VUXW4Y Z�W0Yz[ÅZ4Z4\
�����
�	� ' k Á¿ ����Z�Y Æ��6Z�Y Z��hZXY�W0�hZXYz\0� AJ<3�VUXW4Y Z�W0Yz[ÅZ4Z4\
���	�
�T� ) kLÈ l~ �x��ZXY ZX�hZXY ÆX�hZ�YÇW4�6Z�Y \4�ÉAE=Ê�VZXW4Y Z,[bYz[ÅZ4Z4\

with probability expectation value:{ �Àk l¿ ���VZXY ,��Y (22)c Case b:

Let us now assume that, based on new experience on
01.02.2005, � ’s trust in � suddenly is reduced to that
of the last entry for ���	�
�T� in Table 2. As a result
of this � needs to update her derived trust in � and
computes:

k È l¿ ���2�Àk È l~ ±²k ~Á �;¼��|k lÂ ±²k ÂÁ �2�;±¥k Á¿����ZXYz[Åa�a�6ZXY Z0Z4ZX�6ZXY��aWFU��dZ�Y \0Z0Z,�
(23)

with probability expectation value{ �Àk È l¿ ���VZXY ÄÅÃ%Y (24)

The derived trust measures can be translated into beta
PDFs according to Eq.(16) and visualised as density func-
tions as illustrated by Fig.11 and Fig.12 below.
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Figure 11: Case a) derived trust: k l¿tË beta ��ÄXY��a�!W0Y Z4�
It can be seen that the trust illustrated in Fig.11 is rel-

atively strong but that the trust in Fig.12 approaches the
uniform distribution of Fig.9, and therefore is very uncer-
tain. The interpretation of this is that the distrust intro-
duced in the �����
�T� edge in case b) has rendered the path�n�>�Ì�>���>� (in vertex notation) useless, i.e. when �
distrusts � , then whatever � recommends is completely
discounted. It is as if � had not recommended anything at
all. As a result, � ’s derived trust in � must be based on
the path �x�b���a�Í�,� (in vertex notation) which was al-
ready weak from the start. Thus distrust in a referral does
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Figure 12: Case b) derived trust: k`È l¿ÌË beta �2W0Y X��W4Y Z,�
not cause derived distrust in the final functional purpose,
but rather the derived trust in the final purpose to be more
uncertain.

The only way to pass distrust intact through a transitive
path is when the last trust edge is negative (i.e. distrust)
and all the other trust edges in the path are positive. Thus,
distrust needs trust in order to propagate through transitive
trust networks.

10 Conclusion

We have described principles for modelling trust transi-
tivity that utilise elements of graph theory with additional
semantic elements and connectors. This can be expressed
with a structured notation that allows concise representa-
tion of transitive trust networks.

We described requirements that need to be satisfied in
order to make trust transitivity valid. Firstly it is necessary
to have matching and semantically consistent trust pur-
poses along transitive trust paths. In particular, we showed
that every edge in the path must have the same trust pur-
pose where the last edge has the functional variant of the
trust purpose and all previous edges have the referral vari-
ant of the trust purpose.

Secondly it is a safety requirement that only direct
trust based on personal experience and first hand evidence
should be communicated in a trust referral, as communi-
cating indirect trust based on second hand evidence can
result in incorrect trust derivation.

We described how integrity and authenticity of refer-
rals in transitive trust paths can be protected by overlaying
networks of authentication such as PKIs.

Without referring to any particular algebra or computa-
tional methods, we presented several requirements for ex-
pressing and computing trust measures. We showed that



belief calculus is a possible candidate for computing tran-
sitive trust.

Finally we described a practical example of applying
belief calculus for deriving transitive trust using the belief
operators of subjective logic, accompanied with visualisa-
tion of the derived trust measures using probability density
functions.
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